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Convenience stores, gas stations, grocery stores, dollar stores and other 

retailers are all competing in similar spaces, and all vying for customers. In 

this highly competitive landscape, with many demands on store managers’ 

time, and increasing threats to margins, it can be difficult to find solutions 

that work for the business, the store, and the customer. Ice and water 

vending offers solutions at every level, helping to bolster margins, improve 

productivity, and stand out in customers’ minds. In this guide, we’ll explore 

each of these, and show how these improvements have already worked for 

convenience store chains across the nation. 

CAN ICE AND WATER VENDING 
IMPROVE MY STORES?
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SECTION 1

STANDING OUT TO 
CUSTOMERS



HIGH QUALITY: Vended ice is always fresh and loose. It’s made on the 

spot, so it doesn’t thaw and refreeze into an inconvenient block.

STANDING OUT TO 
CUSTOMERS

When it comes to convenience stores, the number one 

advantage is in the name. Customers are looking for an easy, 

accessible, and affordable shopping experience. Traditional 

bagged ice isn’t as convenient as it could be; the bags thaw and 

refreeze into one block, inventory runs out on high-demand 

days, and the bags aren’t always sanitary or even intact. Ice and 

water vending removes all of these problems, and gives stores a 

modern feature that stands out in customers’ minds. 

PRISTINE: With on-the-spot dispensing into a fresh bag or customer’s 

container, there is never a concern about broken bags or contamination 

through handling.

CLEAN: Twice Pure filtration includes reverse osmosis, activated carbon 

filtration, ultraviolet light cleansing and more to create the purest, cleanest, 

freshest ice.

24-HOUR CONVENIENCE: Even if your store isn’t always open, your 

ice and water vending machine is. 

ALWAYS IN STOCK: Holidays, weekends, unseasonably warm days and 

other events can cause demand for ice to shift unpredictably. While the 

ice bunker can only hold so much, the ice vending machine is capable of 

keeping up with demand.

MODERN & UNIQUE: Near-empty ice bunkers are a common sight on 

hot days, but freshly vended ice from a sleek and modern vending 

machine can make a location more memorable, and differentiate it from 

stores still using ice bunkers.



SECTION 2

INCREASING MARGINS



Bagged ice can help get customers in the door on 

hot days, but it doesn’t have high profit potential.  

Besides the costs of shipping and storage, theft and 

product loss eats into margins quickly. On the busiest 

days with the highest profit potential from bagged 

ice, it’s also easiest to run out. Vended ice makes it 

easy to bring in customers and also presents a 

strong business case. 

4X HIGHER MARGINS: Vended ice from Ice House America machines 
costs between $0.25-0.30 per bag to produce, while standard bagged ice 
costs about $1.25 per bag. At less than a third of the cost, vended ice can 
help consumers save while still presenting significantly higher margins. 

INCREASING 
MARGINS

STOPPING THEFT AND LOSS: When customers pay for one bag and 
take two or three, or simply take a bag out of the bunker without paying at 
all, profits from bagged ice get even slimmer. This amounts to a 20 to 30% 
loss in theft. Damaged bags or contamination increases losses further. 
Vended ice stops all of these problems. 

MEETING DEMAND: When the bunker runs out during the busiest days, 
it ultimately means leaving money on the table. At best, customers buy 
their ice somewhere else. At worst, they take all of their business 
elsewhere. Ice vending machines are capable of meeting fluctuating 
demand, and help to keep customers coming back. 

SAVING TIME: Many locations lock their ice bunkers throughout the day 
to prevent theft. This requires an employee to take time out of their day 
and stop serving customers to unlock and relock the bunker. With ice 
vending, employees don’t have to take time away from customers. 

ADDING TRAFFIC: As customers visit to fill up their coolers at a 
convenient ice vending location, they’ll also stop in your store to grab 
drinks. Your ice vending machine adds traffic to your location and works 
perfectly with your beer and beverage sales.  



TRADITIONAL BAGGED ICE VS VENDED ICE

Traditional Bagged Ice Vended Ice

Cost $1.25 $0.30

20lb Retail Bag Price $4.00 $4.00

Trade Loss 20% 0%

Profit $3.00 $3.70

23% higher margin!



SECTION 3

HELPING STORE MANAGERS



HELPING STORE 
MANAGERS

Store managers and employees have many 

demands on their time, especially during busy days. 

Efficient processes and a high level of organization 

helps to make the store run smoothly. Managers 

and staff members don’t have time to unlock ice 

bunkers during busy days or reconcile inventory and 

delivery discrepancies. Ice and water vending 

machines help store managers and staff eliminate 

some tasks, so they can put more energy into 

running a productive store. 

NO INVENTORY NECESSARY: With ice and water vending, there’s no 

need to stock ice or track inventory. There’s no counting bags or 

reconciling sales. Store managers or owners can take a look at the 

vending machine sales online at any time using a convenient app. 

NO DELIVERY ISSUES OR AUDITS: With the ice in the machine and 

available on-demand, there’s no need to audit deliveries or worry about 

drivers skimming inventory.

EASY TO MANAGE: Keeping bagged ice safe often means locking and 

unlocking the bunker. Ice vending doesn’t require constant monitoring 

like ice bunkers do, and allows employees to continue to serve 

customers. This also helps to reduce in-store theft and long lines by 

allowing employees to stay in the store.



SECTION 4

GETTING STARTED



PURCHASING: Ice House America offers four different ice vending 

machine models to suit different locations and needs. The convenient and 

affordable Ice Merchant and Inline Ice Merchant are ideal for most 

convenience stores and similar retailers. These machines fit easily inside or 

outside your location, with a footprint comparable to an ice storage 

bunker. 

GETTING STARTED

Getting started with ice and water vending at your store 

locations is easy. You can implement these machines at one 

existing location to see how they work, install them at newly 

constructed locations, or any avenue that works for you and 

your staff. 

PARTNERING: IHA offers revenue-sharing programs to make it easy to 

switch to ice and water vending with minimal risk. 

NEW OR RETROFIT: If you are building a new location, it’s easy to 

install an Ice Merchant vending machine in or around the building. We 

can also retrofit existing locations with minimal changes to the building. 



CASE STUDY: 
SPRINT FOOD STORES

When Sprint Food Stores added Gary’s Gas Plus to their network of 30 

locations, they also acquired a number of Ice House America vending 

machines. The owners at Sprint Food Stores contacted Ice House 

America to learn more about maintaining the active machines and 

updating or refurbishing machines that had gone into disrepair. 

With the machines working again, Sprint Food Stores quickly saw the 

results: more customers, happier customers, better profit margins, easy 

maintenance, and better organization. They began updating their 

existing Sprint Food Stores with Ice House America ice and water 

vending machines, and continue to see positive results. 



SECTION 5

ICE HOUSE AMERICA 
ADVANTAGE



With more than 3,500 machines across the U.S., Ice 

House America is the largest ice vending machine 

retailer in the country. Business owners and 

consumers prefer our vending machines because 

they are built to last and supported by 

knowledgeable, attentive service experts.  

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE: Our service team knows all of the ins and 

outs of our machines. We provide detailed resources to help you fix 

problems on your own schedule, and provide fast, responsive service if 

you encounter a problem.

ICE HOUSE AMERICA 
ADVANTAGE

AFFORDABLE OPTIONS: With four different models and customizable 

options, it’s easy to find an ice and water vending machine that works for 

your location and demand. 

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION: Ice House America machines are built to 

last. With a stainless steel construction, easy cleaning, and easily 

replaceable parts, it’s easy to keep any machine running for years to 

come.  

START-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY: Our SmartIce app allows you to 

manage your machine(s) from anywhere. Look at sales information, 

analyze trends, evaluate performance, get real-time alerts, monitor your 

machine in real time, and more, all from your laptop or smartphone. 



FAQ

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED



WHAT ICE VENDING MACHINE MODELS ARE AVAILABLE?  There are four different ice vending machine models available, each with 

different capacities, sizes, features, and capabilities. Which is right for your location will depend on the space you have available, the traffic to 

your location, and other factors. 

AX

Size Bin Capacity Features Learn More

Ice House

8’4” W
24’ D
15’ H 6,500 lbs

Ideal for high traffic locations

Can serve up to 50,000 customers annually 

Download the 
brochure

Kiosk
6’8” W
12’ D
13’ H

2,500 lbs or
3,000 lbs

Ideal for medium or high traffic locations 

Choose between 1, 2 or 3 ice makers

Download the 
brochure

Merchant
6’ W
4’ D

8’5” H
1,000 lbs

Can be placed inside or outside 

Small footprint for an easy fit

Download the 
brochure

Inline Merchant
6’ W
4’ D

8’5” H
1,000 lbs

Fits into the wall similar to an ATM

Saves space and provides convenient access

Download the 
brochure

https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-house/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-house/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-kiosk/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-kiosk/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-merchant/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/ice-merchant/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/inline-merchant/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/inline-merchant/


HOW ARE THE ICE VENDING MACHINES MADE?  Since 2003, we have constructed over 3,500 ice vending machines. All of our Ice and 

Water Vending machines are manufactured in our 160,000 sq.ft. facility, located on our 32 acre campus in Moultrie, GA. Our machines are 

manufactured according to state-approved plans and inspected by our third party engineering firm. We thoroughly test each and every 

machine using real-world environments prior to shipping it to its final destination. 

Our process begins with heavy gauge steel frames for our IVM and IVK machines, and some are available with an optional trailer package to 

make installation easier. All of the internal components are constructed using food grade stainless steel or HDPE plastic. We select sturdy, 

long-lasting materials to construct our machines, and hold them to rigorous testing and exacting tolerances. Our machines are fabricated 

in-house utilizing our Mazak Laser. Then, our talented fabrication team forms and welds our components, using our Quality Control checklists 

throughout the process to ensure excellent construction. 

Start with heavy gauge steel 
frames

Construct internal 
components

Fabricate machines with 
Mazak Laser

Ensure quality control with 
checklist



WHAT TYPE OF ICE-MAKERS DO THESE MACHINES USE?  We utilize Industrial Arctic Temp ice makers for our large format machines, 

which are capable of producing up to 13,000 lbs of ice in a day. Our smaller format machines use commercial ice makers from Hoshizaki. 

CAN THESE MACHINES WITHSTAND WEATHER EXTREMES?  Many of our machines are placed in areas where they will be subjected 

to extreme heat, wind, rain and other weather events. We test our machines’ tolerance to these factors using our environmental chamber. This 

allows us to test ambient weather conditions from -15 degrees Fahrenheit to 155 degrees Fahrenheit, as well as rain and ice conditions. 

Our machines have undergone and passed extreme wind tests and even meet High Velocity Hurricane Zone wind requirements. All of our 

machines are manufactured to and approved by NAMA specifications. Many of our machines have also been tested in real-world conditions, 

withstanding numerous hurricanes and providing clean water and ice to communities that have been affected by Hurricanes Isaac, Irma, 

Harvey and many others. 

After Hurricane Irma, many residents were left without power, 

and some water supplies were contaminated. Ice House vending 

machines became essential sources of clean ice and water.



HOW DO I KNOW IF MY SITE IS RIGHT FOR AN ICE VENDING MACHINE? Our experts will help you evaluate your site to see if it’s 

suitable for an ice and water vending machine, and what type of machine would be best. You can also take a look at this yourself using our ROI 

calculator. 

WHAT MARKETING TOOLS DO YOU PROVIDE?  Your machine’s location is one of its biggest marketing features. Placing your machine 

near a busy road or throughfare will attract attention and bring in customers. We’ll conduct a site assessment to make sure the traffic to your 

location makes sense with the investment. We’ll also connect you with a customer-facing map of ice and water vending machines through our 

ICE2U app. You can use the app to generate coupons and market your machine in the app, locally or online, and take advantage of rewards 

programs. You’ll also be able to connect with other business owners seeking safe, clean, reliable ice through ICE2U Teams. ICE2U Teams allows 

businesses to manage their ice purchases 

ARE THESE MACHINES SAFE?  Our ice machines make fresh ice on demand and use advanced sanitation and filtration practices to 

ensure the ice and water is safe to consume. Following a prescriptive maintenance and cleaning program, ice and water from IHA vending 

machines continually meet FDA water quality standards. 

Below are the three levels of filtration/ purification for our ice and water.

Healthwise ® Ice & Water Filtration Process:

● Micron Filtration: Removes dirt, rust and other suspended solids larger than 5 microns in size

https://www.icehouseamerica.com/roi-calculator/
https://www.icehouseamerica.com/roi-calculator/


● Activated Carbon Filtration: Eliminates chlorine, organic chemicals and any odors

● Ion Exchange: Softens water by removing minerals such as calcium, magnesium and iron

● Ultraviolet Light Cleansing*: Sterilizes water to ensure safe, purified water. for water dispensing only

● Antimicrobial dispenser: Resists growth of microorganisms 

* for water dispensing only

Healthwise ® Ice & Water Purification Process:

● Micron Filtration: Removes dirt, rust and other suspended solids larger than 5 microns in size

● Activated Carbon Filtration: Eliminates chlorine, organic chemicals and any odors

● Ion Exchange: Softens water by removing minerals such as calcium, magnesium and iron

● Additional Micron Filtration: Removes suspended solids larger than 1 micron in size

● Reverse Osmosis: Purifies water to 99.99% by removing salts and other impurities

● Ultraviolet Light Cleansing*: Sterilizes water to ensure safe, purified water. for water dispensing only

● Antimicrobial dispenser: Resists growth of microorganisms 

* for water dispensing only



Twice Pure Water ® Purification Process:

● Micron Filtration: Removes dirt, rust and other suspended solids larger than 5 microns in size

● Activated Carbon Filtration: Eliminates chlorine, organic chemicals and any odors

● Ion Exchange: Softens water by removing minerals such as calcium, magnesium and iron

● Additional Micron Filtration: Removes suspended solids larger than 1 micron in size

● Reverse Osmosis: Purifies water to 99.99% by removing salts and other impurities

● Ozonation: Eliminates any contaminants such as bacteria and algae

● Chilling Process: Water is chilled in ice room

● Additional Activated Carbon Filtration: Eliminates any remaining odors for improved taste

● Ultraviolet Light Cleansing*: Sterilizes water to ensure safe, purified water.

● Antimicrobial dispenser: Resists growth of microorganisms

* for water dispensing only

WHAT WARRANTIES ARE PROVIDED?  Every IHA vending model comes equipped with a one-year manufacturer warranty. In addition to 

this warranty, each component also has its own warranty policy. 

WHAT TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS THESE MACHINES?  IHA vending machines are supported by a range of helpful features that make it 

easier for you to manage and market your machine. Using the SmartIce application, you can monitor your sales, track trends, see the



operational status of your machine, view security camera footage, and more. With the ICE2U app, you can put your machine on a 

customer-facing map of ice and water vending machines. You can also use this app to distribute coupons and utilize a rewards program, so 

you can keep your customers returning to your machine. 

WHAT TYPE OF ROI CAN I EXPECT?  Your return on investment will vary depending on a number of factors; the type of machine you 

have, the traffic to your location, the machine’s visibility from busy roads and walkways, your sale price, utility costs and much more. Our 

experts will get in touch with you regarding a site assessment, and help you get a clearer picture of your ROI. In the meantime, use estimates 

from your location(s) to approximate your ROI using our ROI calculator.

ONCE I GET IN TOUCH WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?  If you’re considering adding an ice and water vending machine to your retail location, 

we’d love to talk with you further. Once you get in touch, our sales team will provide additional information about each ice machine model, 

conduct a site assessment, and tell you more about the installation process.

https://www.icehouseamerica.com/roi-calculator/


CONTACT US

LET’S TALK
Wondering about adding state-of-the-art ice and water vending machines to 

your locations? Let’s talk. 

ICE HOUSE AMERICA

278 US Highway 319 South, Moultrie, GA 31768

https://www.icehouseamerica.com/join-us/

